FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TOBI BROCKWAY ANNOUNCED AS RENDERING AUTHORITY
St. Paul, MN—Grace McNamara Inc., and Minutes Matter, producers of the Studio Coaching Program announce
that Tobi Brockway of TOBI BROCKWAY INTERIORS INC., Toronto, has completed the six week course Graphic
Design for Studio - a rigorous coaching program. She has accumulated credits and submitted six challenging
projects leading to this credential. The Studio Rendering Authority is part of the Window Fashion Certified
Professionals (WFCP™) & Minutes Matter Business Strategist certification.
This program is offered exclusively through WFCP (Window Fashions Certification Program™) and Minutes Matter.
As leaders in the window covering industry, WFCP and Minutes Matter are dedicated to offering innovative tools
to design professionals. Tobi Brockway was among nine other design professionals to complete the coaching
course. “This program has moved my interior design services out of the ordinary and into the extraordinary”, says
Tobi. “My clients are delighted with the professional renderings as it’s so much easier to visualize how their own
rooms will look.”
About Tobi Brockway Interiors Inc.
TOBI BROCKWAY INTERIORS is a well-established professional decorating firm servicing home and condo owners
in Toronto. TBI works with clients in a collaborative manner to achieve their style and their vision. Each project
that is undertaken is customized to meet specific requirements - from colour consultation to renovations and
everything in between. For more information and to see a gallery of our completed projects, visit
www.tbinteriors.ca.
About Window Fashions Certified Professionals
WFCP is a community of more than 4,000 members that works to promote window fashions as a critical element
of interior design and a powerful multi-faceted profession, and enriches members’ careers by promoting the value
of certification through education, knowledge and experiences.
About Minutes Matter
Minutes Matter is the leading provider of digital solutions and organizational systems. Minutes Matter now offers
more than 100 different products and services to interior designers, fabrication specialists and other design
professionals. Minutes Matter also developed Studio, which is a graphic design software program that serves as a
communication tool between a designer and client.
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